envelope data {F i [n] , A i [n]} are incident upon each oscillator. Ideally, these should have a time resolution of f s to avoid the appearance of quantization side bands in the output spectrum. In addition, 20-80 harmonics are usually necessary for accurate resynthesis, dependent on note pitch (Haken 1992) . For an instrumental ensemble, the harmonics of each instrument should be assumed to be independent. The result is that a 100-instrument ensemble (for example) with a mean of 40 sines per instrument at f s = 44.1 kHz requires an extravagant control-data rate of about 5.4 Gigabaud, about the equivalent of 1 compact disc per second.
The Traditional Oscillator Bank
A saving grace is that envelopes vary slowly with time and are naturally compatible with piecewiselinear (PWL) modeling as a time series of magnitude versus time breakpoints linked by line segments (Grey and Moorer 1977) . High data-compression ratios are achieved without the loss of perceptually significant information, given effective sound-analysis tools. A PWL model encapsulates the intuitive topography of AS. Uncompression at f s is straightforward when breakpoints are recoded as gradient increment versus target magnitude, because only an accumulation/comparison mechanism is necessary for autonomous operation, leading to a low-complexity hardware implementation that is suitable for very-large-scale integration (VLSI) hardware. The resulting architectural model is the well-known traditional oscillator bank (TOB) of Figure 1 (Snell 1977) , which has an efficient, deeply pipelined systolic architectural form in which V independent instantiations of a single prototype process are updated each sample period (breakpoint target detection is omitted for simplicity). The critical section
Multirate Additive Synthesis Additive Synthesis: Virtues and Vices
One of the challenges of the digital computer revolution is coping with paradigm shift. Fortunately, additive synthesis (AS), as expressed in Equation 1, is as relevant today as it was when first formulated by Helmholtz (1863) , giving optimistic prospects for its future: This equation expresses the waveform of a musical tone, y [n] , as the sum of a Fourier series of V sinusoidal partials, in discrete time at a sample rate of f s , each modulated by the set of phase, frequency, and amplitude envelopes {φ i [n] , F i [n] , A i [n]}, where 1 ≤ i ≤ V. The topography created by the time-evolving spectral envelope {F i [n] , A i [n]} has a perceptual dimensionality (time, frequency, and amplitude) analogous to that of the human ear, which renders the representational space, and operations to be performed within that space, easy to conceptualize and implement. Pioneering work in this area is exemplified by Risset (1965) .
Commonly accepted virtues of AS are its algorithmic simplicity and scalability, analysis/synthesis symmetry, model generality, and the intuitive transformability of spectral data (e.g., pitch shifting/time stretching) (Moore 1990; Smith 1991; Jaffe 1995) . A drawback is that Equation 1 is renowned for its computational intractability for applications with high V. Ignoring phase φ i [n] , two streams of is sin(Φ i [n]), usually approximated by a lookup table (LUT). A commercially successful variant is documented by Comerford (1993) .
Economics of the Traditional Oscillator Bank
Consider the role of AS within an integrated spectral modeling environment (SME) that encompasses (1) analysis, (2) modeling, and (3) synthesis. The first two are concerned with data abstraction, and are a logical application for software. During synthesis, parallel streams of PWL control data emerge from the lowest software layer of an SME (of hierarchical form, with the user entering commands via a high-level interface). An oscillator bank is necessary to perform the inverse Fourier transform represented by AS, and should have sufficient resources to underpin the higher levels of the hierarchy. Additive synthesis is a deterministic process and a natural application of custom hardware because of the absence of an instruction stream: functionality is characterized by data transformation rather than data processing. A TOB can liberate central-processing-unit (CPU) resources for executing applications for which its architecture is more suited. With the advent of multimedia, a shift can be perceived toward implementing fundamental digital signal processing (DSP) operations, such as AS, in VLSI (Phillips 1997) .
Despite the current orthodoxy toward software synthesis in the context of exponentiating CPU clock rates, the TOB still remains an intellectually attractive method for AS implementation because of its "form follows function" philosophy; evidence is that the TOB has survived several generations of research prototype across three decades (Snell 1977; Jansen 1991; Houghton, Fisher, and Malet 1995) . Faster TOBs exploit the scalability of AS by increasing maximum V, and hence facilitating a richer sound. However, during the 1990s the apparent consensus on AS implementation has shifted in favor of a novel inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) formulation in software, because it enables CPUs to achieve performance commensurate with the latter generation of TOBs at a much lower capital outlay (Chamberlin 1980; McAulay and Quatieri 1988; Rodet and Depalle 1992; Freed, Rodet, and Depalle 1993; Goodwin and Rodet 1994; Goodwin and Kogon 1995; Goodwin 1996) . In this article, we provide an explanation for the computational inefficiency of the TOB, and suggest a strategy that overcomes many of its commonly perceived shortcomings.
The debate is opened by observing that the cost c AS of computing AS via Equation 1 is given by Equation 2:
where a is the cost of a single oscillator update. Piecewise linear modeling is an economic SME representation, but for conversion into a time-domain signal for playback, uncompression is required in real time, and hence the benefits of PWL fall outside the scope of Equation 1. To reduce c AS , there are three self-evident strategies provided by the respective minimization of (1) a, by low-level optimizations to the TOB, (2) V, by selective removal of partials from the synthesis set, and (3) the (mean) oscillator sample rate f s . Our approach concentrates on an algorithmic optimization of f s and an architectural optimization of a, leaving V as unconstrained as possible so that the subjective strengths (for example, sound richness) of largescale AS remain unsacrificed. Minimizing V is commonly practiced in that, typically, only the first 20-30 partials are needed to give acceptable resynthesis quality, since partial amplitude rolls off with increasing frequency. Receiver coding is a more sophisticated (and problematic) technique that uses an auditory model to prune out perceptually insignificant partials masked by those with higher energy in their frequency vicinity, according to critical band theory (Marks 1988; Moore 1990; Haken 1992 ). The idea is appropriate for stationary timbres, but continuous monitoring and intermittent resource allocation is implied for nonstationary ensembles, indicating that the net performance gain may be low. Similarly, the reason for the standard sampling rate of f s =44.1 kHz is that the perceptible scope of the audio spectrum extends up to >20 kHz, and a reduction to f s = 8 kHz would produce music of unacceptable, telephone-quality fidelity. However, a subtler approach is facilitated by exploiting the properties of the musical note with classical multirate DSP theory. Parallel strategies for reducing AS control-data bandwidth are exemplified by Strawn (1980) , Sasaki and Smith (1980) , and Charbonneau (1981) , as well as by the group additive synthesis techniques of Schindler (1984) , Kleczkowski (1989) , and Horner and Cheung (1995) .
Optimizing Sample Rates in Note-Based AS
The traditional construct of "note" has its historical origins in the limitations of early musical instrument technology, i.e., tunable resonant systems (such as a lyre or panpipes) with some form of controllable excitation. Physical modeling pays homage to this fact (Smith 1991) . Another determinant, ranked by increasing abstraction, is the phonetic, syntactic, and semantic correlation between music and spoken language. Thus, though computers are capable of producing all perceptible sound, music is likely to remain predominantly note-based for the foreseeable future. In AS terms, a note is characterized by (1) a finite life cycle of attack, decay, sustain, and release, and (2) an evolving pitched timbre, definable as a series of partials with F i [n] and A i [n] envelopes. Superimposed upon this is expression in the form of dynamics (e.g., tremolo, vibrato, glissando, etc.) that do not alter these intrinsic properties.
The fundamental idea in multirate additive synthesis (MAS) is to obtain a priori knowledge of the bounds {min(F x [n]), max(F x [n]} of the frequency envelope F x [n] of each partial x in the life cycle of a particular note, prior to onset (Phillips, Purvis, and Johnson 1994) . For a fixed-pitch analyzed tone, such as that from a piano, this procedure is simple; but for a live performance where the pitch is modulated through articulation parameters, an informed estimate of the extrema is necessary. Since a sinusoid at a frequency f can be sampled down to a rate of f s = 2f without aliasing, the (optimal) critical time-invariant sample rate f opt (x) for each x such that it does not alias over the note life cycle is given by Equation 3: For V independent sinusoids, there are V f opt (x)s, and hence the term "multirate." Time-invariance is important, because the alternative of a timevarying f opt (x) can be interpreted as the conversion of delta functions of alternating sign {-1, +1, -1, +1...} at arbitrary frequencies into a smooth sinusoid at the unitary rate of f s : an inelegant procedure efficiently rewritten by the TOB of Figure 1 .
The point of Equation 3 is that for the typical case in note-based music, partials are fairly stationary such that {min(F x [n]), max(F x [n]} defines only a narrow band of the audio spectrum, giving a low value of f opt (x), in contrast to the high rate assumed in classical AS (e.g., f s = 44.1 kHz), which spans the entire audio spectrum. This redundant bandwidth goes some way toward explaining the discrepancy between the logical elegance of the TOB for AS and its inefficiency in practice. The relative computational complexity of MAS compared to AS for a single sinusoid is indicated by the ratio f opt (x)/f s , and is proportional to the (linear) bandwidth of {min(F x [n]), max(F x [n]}. Fixedpitch notes are therefore more economic to compute in MAS than those with a high degree of pitch dynamics. However, these computational savings are outweighed by the overheads of (1) scheduling the update of V incommensurate f opt (x)s in real time, (2) their individual interpolation up to f s (to suppress quantization noise), and (3) frequency shifts by min(F i [x] ), since each x is effectively a base-band oscillator. As shown later, a less literal exploitation of f opt (x) leads to a more efficient MAS formulation.
Implications of the Constant-Q Principle
The constant-Q principle in signal processing is related to Heisenberg's inequality of Equation 4, where the product of attainable time (∆ t ) and frequency (∆ f ) resolution is approximately constant (Gabor 1947; Brown and Puckette 1992) : (4) Note-based music tends to follow this law. For instance, high-frequency partials at attack transients are perceived as noise bursts: fine-time (i.e., envelope-feature) resolution is balanced by coarse (broadband) frequency resolution. Conversely, lowfrequency partials usually vary slowly with respect to time, and are perceived as tonal: fine-(narrowband) frequency resolution is balanced by coarse envelope-feature resolution. Therefore, AS envelope-control rate has an inherent proportionality with oscillator operating frequency-a point illustrated by the challenge of playing semiquaver passages on a tuba! A frequency-domain interpretation is that control rate is proportional to the width of modulation sidebands generated by
Two typical situations where AS displays constant-Q properties are (1) in the simulation of resonant systems excited by an initial transient, where partial decay rate and bandwidth are proportional to center frequency, and (2) where the partials of a sustaining note of fairly constant amplitude undergo pitch modulation such as vibrato. The point is that Equation 3 will provide a correct f opt (x) for the second case, but not for the first, where partial center frequency is fixed-i.e., min(F i (x)) = max(F i (x))-giving an effective zero f opt (x). Hence Equation 3 must be generalized in terms of Equation 5:
where {f min (x), f max (x)} is determined from an estimate of the bounds of the time-evolving spectral mainlobe of x under modulation of A i [n] and F i [n] such that aliasing of external components does not degrade perceived synthesis quality.
A General Model for MAS
The defining strategy in MAS is to quantize the TOB's full-band audio spectrum from DC to f s /2 into a finite number of subbands, using a multirate-synthesis filter bank (Crochiere and Rabiner 1983 ). Each subband
(where K is the number of sub-bands) spans a small range of the full band, and is delimited by the bounds {f min (s k ), f max (s k )}, thus requiring the sample rate in Equation 6:
Given a partial x and a subband s k that satisfy the two conditions of f min (s k ) < f min (x) and f max (s k ) > f max (x), x can be synthesized within s k , without aliasing, with a computational ratio to AS (via
resampled by a factor of I = f s / f s (s k ), passed through an interpolation filter to remove undesirable quantization harmonics, and then frequency shifted in full band by f min (s k ). The challenge is to minimize these overheads while maintaining a rich subband decomposition of the full band, in order to achieve "goodness of fit" of the ideal time-invariant critical sample rate f opt (x) to the actual rate of f s (s k ). By anticipating the expected pattern of oscillator distribution in note-based music, interpolation resources may be appropriately targetted.
In Equation 1, V oscillators are summed into a single output stream. We can exploit the additive property of AS for MAS by factoring the summation into two stages and introducing an intermediate interpolation stage. A single interpolation filter can then process the sum of an arbitrary number of oscillators, giving a much lower net overhead than the uneconomic situation of one filter per oscillator. A simple example is illustrated in Figure 2 , where a small number of oscillators are distributed among K = 4 equal-spaced subbands where I = 4: sample rates are thus 25 percent of that in AS. The current number of oscillators in each subband is denoted as n k :{0 ≤ k ≤ K -1}, and is a dynamically changing quantity describing the oscillator-allocation pattern. In the example, s 2 is apparently unecessary. However, the longer-term ensemble statistics of each n k determine the efficiency of each s k relative to AS, because filter banks are envisaged as processing a number of simultaneous notes over substantial time intervals.
Options for a Subband Decomposition
The attraction of having interpolation filters at integer values of I, in particular those at powers of 2, is a guiding factor in choosing an optimal subband decomposition for MAS, because the task of scheduling filter-bank and multirate oscillator-bank execution (where V ≅ 10 3 . . . 10 4 ) in real time is greatly simplified. The associated filter-bank designs also have the lowest complexity and computational cost. In this context, there are three classical schemes to choose from, examples of which are illustrated in Figure 3 . The full band of Equation 1 is included because it is a special instance of MAS where K = 1.
Nonoverlapping Subbands
A first-cut scheme to minimize redundancy in the suboptimal fit of x to s k is a fine-resolution, equalspaced series of subbands (e.g., K = 16). A single oscillator sample rate suffices, removing the necessity to schedule multiple rates; this is analogous to the frame rate in IFFT synthesis (Rodet and Depalle 1992) . However, the constant-Q principle is circumscribed, leading to two problems (ᏽ is a measure of tonal "purity," where an unmodulated sine has infinite Q and white noise has ᏽ = 0.5). Depending on K, there will be a threshold, denoted f eq , where the subband width equals the expected value of ᏽ(x) given by Equation 7, depending on the type of note synthesized:
If f(x) denotes the operating point of x, then if f(x) > f eq , subbands become too narrow to accommodate ᏽ(x), risking aliasing of x. For f(x) < f eq , sub-bands have excessive width for ᏽ(x), leaving x oversampled and implying computational redundancy. The second problem is that interpolation resources are poorly distributed: the ear has a logarithmic perception of pitch, and K/2 subbands (50 percent of filter-bank computation) cover the top octave. However, an equal-spaced series remains an intuitive mapping for the harmonically spaced partials of a musical note, particularly if the higher partials are relatively stationary and narrow band, i.e., f eq is toward the top end of the audio spectrum because ᏽ(x) is high.
Octave subband spacing does satisfy the constant-Q property. An infinite series is required for true octave spacing starting from DC, and so instead the first two subbands are of equal width (in linear frequency) to "pad" the series. Two advantages of octave spacing, in comparison to equal spacing, are illustrated by (1) its use of only one interpolator (in place of K/2) to cover the top octave of perception, and (2) the fact that this octave has a high sample rate of f s /2, sufficient for the control resolution and bandwidth required by low-Q highfrequency transients. With decreasing frequency, the difference lessens until it can be seen that the first two subbands in an octave-spaced series are equally spaced. To its disadvantage, octave spacing has progressively wider subbands, implying increasing sample rates: high-Q, high-frequency sinusoids are oversampled, and are therefore computed more inefficiently than in an equalspaced scheme. Also, there is a proliferation to K -1 oscillator sample rates in place of the single rate for equal spacing, indicating a significant increase in oscillator-scheduling complexity. 
Overlapping Subbands
The common property of equal spacing and octave spacing is that they are nonoverlapping, because they originate from a desire in multirate filterbank design to create orthogonal subband signals. An obstacle is posed for MAS in that an oscillator x cannot be allocated across the boundary between adjacent subbands. This situation occurs when there is no subband s k for which both f max (s k ) > f max (x) and f min (s k ) < f min (x), meaning that x must alias during some part of its life cycle. However, any x that fails these conditions can always be synthesized by including Equation 1 in MAS, which supports arbitrary {f min (x), f max (x)}; full-band AS is thus a conceptual overlay, giving rise to the idea of overlapping subbands. However, full-band AS is the most expensive of all, and a logical refinement is the fully overlapping octave-spaced series illustrated in Figure 4 .
The constant-Q advantages of the equivalent nonoverlapping series are retained: the sole modification is that each subband is extended down to DC. By this means, f min (s k ) < f min (x) is always satisfied, and a good fit of s k is identified by testing each s k in the range k = K -1...0 until a subband that satisfies f max (s k ) > f max (x) is found. A problem is that no account is taken of f min (x), which is important in determining a close approximation of f s (s k ) to f opt (x) via Equation 5. For high values of ᏽ(x), this fact can result in excessive oversampling redundancy. Since f min (s k ) = DC rather than f min (s k ) = f max (s k )/2, the fully overlapping series has sample rates twice as high as the equivalent nonoverlapping series in Figure 3 , with a corresponding increase in computation.
One option for reducing this overhead is to introduce a controlled degree of overlap using a modulated filter-bank structure that permits arbitrary frequency displacements of subbands in the audio spectrum by using complex numbers. The amount of overlap is related to an empirical assumption about the lowest value of ᏽ(x) permissible for most AS applications (Phillips, Purvis, and Johnson 1994). In the example illustrated in Figure 4 , a partially overlapping scheme is formed by setting f min (s k ) = (f min (s k+1 ) + f max (s k+1 ))/2; that is, the mid-band of s k+1 , with f min (s K-1 ) = DC and f max (s 0 ) = f s /2 while retaining an octave series in subband widths (and thus a set of f opt (x) values related by powers of 2) for ease of scheduling (subbands are numbered from largest s o to smallest s K-1 ). A significant handicap is that below a certain value of ᏽ(x), x will alias just as in a nonoverlapping series.
MAS with QMF Filter Banks
There are evident trade-offs between equal and octave spacings and between the different overlapping strategies. An elegant resolution of these conflicts is to exploit the hierarchical binary-tree structure of classical QMF (quadrature mirror filter) filter banks with depth K to give an MAS algorithm that has the positive properties of (1) imposing no constraints upon ᏽ(x)-even classical AS is included in the algorithm; (2) optimization to a priori ᏽ(x), meaning that fixed-pitch notes are cheaper to compute (via equal-spaced subbands) than pitch-modulated notes (via octave-spaced subbands); (3) low computational cost with a simple scaleable filter-bank topology that uses instantiations of a single protoype stage; (4) a small set of K + 1 subband sample rates (where all ratios are expressed in integer powers of 2); and (5) a rich subband set (numbering 2 K -1) that guarantees goodness of fit of a subband to the {f min (x), f max (x)} bounds of an arbitrary oscillator x (Phillips, Purvis, and Johnson 1996; Phillips 1997) .
QMF-Synthesis Filter-Bank Theory
The building block for QMF-synthesis filter banks is the prototype stage of Figure 5 . Filter H0(z) is an interpolating low-pass filter of I = ↑2, and is known as a half-band filter because the cutoff frequency is z = π/2. The stop band of H0(z) suppresses the sideband of the base-band spectrum of X0(z 2 ) outside -π/2 < z < π/2, leaving just the base band. A second signal X1(z 2 ) is filtered by the highpass filter H1(z) that in contrast passes the sideband and suppresses the base band. When mixed with the signal from H0(z), this sideband (inverted in frequency) replaces the null band left by H0(z). The term "quadrature mirror" derives from the mutual symmetry of H0 and H1 about z = π/2 that generates H1 as a byproduct of H0 in a polyphase implementation, giving low computational cost (Crochiere and Rabiner 1983) .
Subband Hierarchy
A QMF stage is conceptualized as the node of a binary tree that divides its output band y[m] into two equal-width, nonoverlapping, and contiguous subbands x0[m] and x1 [m] . Using cascaded instantiations of the prototype stage, the binarytree filter bank of Figure 6 is created, which for depth K has a terminal equal-spaced series of 2 K subbands. QMF filter banks perform this operation with great efficiency, and this is their dominant function in analysis/synthesis applications. A defining property of MAS, as proposed in this article, is that a QMF filter bank is considered as a subband hierarchy, in that subbands above the terminal series may also be used for allocating {f min (x), f max (x)} bounded oscillators. Subbands in This new concept answers many of the problems encountered in the earlier subband decompositions. First, there is a choice of K + 1 equal-spaced series ranging from full-band AS at k = 0 down to the finest resolution of the terminal 2 K subbands at k = K. Additionally, the two series s k,1 and s k,l where
represent, respectively, fully overlapping and nonoverlapping octave-spaced series. Hence, if one particular subband allocation strategy is unsuitable, there are many others to choose from within this framework. The strategy for allocating an oscillator x is therefore to identify an s k,l that satisfies {f min (s k,l ) < f min (x)}, {f max (s k,l ) > f max (x)} and that maximizes k in order that the MAS optimization criterion f s (s k,l ) is minimized. A simple way to picture this procedure is that a box {f min (x), f max (x)} describing the oscillator bandwidth is dropped into the QMF subband hierarchy and falls until it is blocked by a sub-band boundary and sits in the sub-band (or maybe full band) above. It will have the best sample rate, and will also not alias, if x remains bounded by the box as predicted. Note that the frequency envelope F x [n] must be normalized to the subband context so that x emerges at the full-band filterbank output seemingly modulated by F x [n]. Filter-bank overheads are low, because interpolation of the higher sub-bands is provided "for free," and the computational cost of a complete binarytree QMF is only Kc, where c is the cost of a single stage executing at f s . However, actual QMFs use nonideal filters that have pass-band and stop-band ripple (δ p , δ s ). The quantization-noise tolerance in the audio band is represented by δ s ; for high-fidelity synthesis, δ s > 80 dB or so is desirable. Of greatest consequence is the transition region ∆ f between pass band and stop band in Equation 8, which expresses the fraction of the filter pass band that is forbidden to oscillator activity:
In this region, oscillator amplitude becomes a function of frequency, and a potentially audible sideband appears in the transition region, mirrored in z = π/2, which is boosted above δ s . This hazard is avoided by marking the transition regions as guard bands and restricting oscillator allocation to filter pass bands. As illustrated in Figure 6 , sibling stages in a QMF inherit the guard bands of their parents, falling under their "shadow" in absolute frequency terms. Guard bands are excluded by trimming each {f min (s k,l ), f max (s k,l )} according to the ∆ f properties of the particular QMF implementation.
Allocating Notes in a Subband Hierarchy
The benefits of a subband hierarchy are demonstrated by considering the allocation pattern of a hypothetical note with strictly harmonic partials that undergoes a symmetrical vibrato of ±τ semitones. An ideal QMF (∆ f = 0) with depth K = 3 is assumed. If a partial x has center frequency f(x), then f min (x) = f(x)/c and f max (x) = cf(x), where c = 2 τ/12 . Figure 7 illustrates the evolution of the allocation pattern versus τ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4, 8}, where the horizontal axis is f(x), and the vertical axis is the allocation level of x. These patterns are independent of note pitch and are a function of τ alone, serving as a template for the actual partial series. At τ = 0, partials have Figure 6. Subband hierarchy for K = 3.
infinite ᏽ(x), and so are allocated to the deepest equal-spaced series, s 3,1...8 . As τ increases, the pattern gradually evolves into the fully overlapping octave-spaced series s 0...3,1 that is suitable for low-Q partials. Computational cost, as measured by the mean oscillator sample rate, will increase monotonically with τ, but actual results will depend on the partial distribution of the original stationary tone. In this respect the allocation patterns are slightly misleading, because they imply a complete set of high-treble partials up to the Nyquist limit f max (x) ≤ f s /2, when in practice this band is likely to be sparsely occupied (Sandell 1991) . However, Figure 7 illustrates that (1) the cost of note computation is optimized to the expected value of τ, and (2) no constraints are placed on τ (granted the risk that notes that exceed their a priori value of τ will alias).
FIR or IIR Filter Banks?
The most familiar QMF prototype stage is an equiripple FIR design. Two primary advantages are that it is linear phase, and it is stable and insensitive to finite-precision effects. Another problem with FIR filter banks is that given fixed ripple tolerances (δ p , δ s ), computational cost and latency are inversely proportional to the transition width (∆ f ), resulting in either disproportionate computation and latency for a near-ideal sub-band hierarchy, or degradation of the hierarchy due to wide guard bands. Either way, the computational efficiency of MAS is impaired. A solution is to use IIR structures. One such example (a personal favorite of the author) uses novel polyphase all-pass structures (Naylor, Tanrikulu, and Constantinides 1998) . It has "brick wall" narrow transition widths (effectively eliminating guard-band effects), and excellent ripple performance achieved with low computational cost and signal delay relative to FIRs of much greater ∆ f .
A problem with IIR filters is phase nonlinearity, but the perceptual impact of distorted phase relationships in an MAS musical tone relative to AS is ameliorated by the phase insensitivity of the human ear. A solution to the potential problem of feature skewing, should it be severe, is to make a prediction and "preskew" partial envelopes so that all partial features are normalized to the maximum group delay in the note partial set: the need for normalizing delay lines as used in the FIR case is obviated. 
Implementing MAS
Implementation can take either a software or hardware course, though as MAS is oriented toward the optimization of the hardware-oriented TOB, an updated MAS-specific TOB architecture is a necessary companion to the algorithm. The high-level design and functional specification of a conceptual VLSI MAS coprocessor (MASC) is developed elsewhere (Phillips, Purvis, and Johnson 1997) . The MASC is envisaged as functioning with high autonomy in a loosely coupled master-slave configuration with a host CPU executing filter banks in software (leaving room for a variety of QMF implementations), while the MASC performs the traditional AS number-crunching tasks of PWL envelope uncompression, oscillator update, and accumulation, but on a subband-by-subband basis. Deep pipelining and an application-specific memory hierarchy maximize MASC throughput. An interesting feature is that sine computation is performed by a pipeline form of linear interpolation that is potentially both fast and economical in VLSI area, thus overcoming traditional objections to LUT usage.
On Benchmarking MAS
Benchmarking MAS (by comparing its computational ratio with AS) is complicated because the optimization is application-dependent and oriented toward large-scale ensembles. A simple "speedup" figure cannot be derived analytically. In the author's doctoral thesis (Phillips 1997) , an attempt was made to model the resource allocation required for a full symphony orchestra in MAS, including the cost of filter-bank computation and room for some pitch modulation. A reduction in required oscillator updates of approximately 80 percent using near-ideal IIR sub-band hierarchies with a depth of K = 3 was predicted as a typical figure. The experiment was useful in giving a feel for some real figures, but some form of standard repertoire of music to compare MAS with other AS techniques is more desirable.
Conclusions
A latent interest in the application of multirate DSP to AS has been evident for some time, but an objective analysis and a systematic solution to the problem have been lacking. This article has aimed to fill the gap with the proposed MAS algorithm using QMF filter banks, which seem to offer the best subband decomposition for the lowest computational cost. They reconcile the octave spacing suggested by the constant-Q properties of notebased music with the equal spacing suggested by the harmonic series of a stationary tone, and allow a mixture of both strategies. The QMF stage design is left as a design variable, as there are many designs to choose from in the literature.
Multirate additive synthesis relies on foreknowledge of the frequency bounds of a musical note before synthesis. If solo virtuosity is desired, we might have to pay for it by using full-band AS, whereas our backing ensemble might sit, with greater computational efficiency, in deep subbands. The situation where an oscillator jumps out of a subband and aliases arises from trying to get "something for nothing," i.e., expressive freedom with low computational cost. It is clear that MAS "charges" the musician for the amount of pitch freedom required by the musical form, with stationary notes achieving the best value. In the words of an old Spanish proverb, God said, "Take what you want-take it, and pay for it."
